The DNA . tyrocidine complex and its dissociation in the presence of gramicidin D.
The peptide antibiotic tyrocidine affects transcription in vitro by interfering with the initiation process. The complex formed between tyrocidine and native DNA is stable against nucleolytic enzymes. It is sensitive to variations in the salt concentration. Protection of DNA as a function of the tyrocidine concentration follows a curve suggesting cooperative binding of tyrocidine to DNA. The complex formation at low tyrocidine concentrations is accompanied by the presence of single stranded regions of unknown length. With single-stranded DNA, tyrocidine forms a complex which is relatively insensitive to high salt concentrations. Both native and single-stranded DNAs of the complexes become digestible in the presence of gramicidin D, another peptide antibiotic. Breakdown of the complex as a function of the gramicidin D concentration follows a curve which is the reverse of cooperative binding. Gramicidin D acts more effectively on single-stranded rather than on double-stranded DNA . tyrocidine complexes. The DNA . tyrocidine complex, which is broken down by formamide and dimethyl sulfoxide is stabilized by gramicidin D. The implications of these results are discussed with respect to a possible recognition of DNA sequences by tyrocidine and the interaction between DNA, tyrocidine and gramicidin D.